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Baseline power consumption

AC/DC: 24.5 mA; max
ISO4743: 2.3 mA/kg
sum: 5.7 mA

width: 5.15mm/4.6mm (upper thickness 35um)
width: 5.15mm/4.1mm (upper thickness 35um)

Optional LP-filtering

Additional Load
HV-CMD: 5.0 Ohm/1.5W
HV-COT: 27.5 Ohm/1.5W
LV-PP: 27.5 Ohm/1.5W
HV-COTLP: 27.5 Ohm/1.5W
HV-CM: 27.5 Ohm/1.5W

LED

GPIO1/AIN9

GPIO2/AIN10

TXA2331

IDAC=50uA
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